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Off-Axis Alignment Fiber Repair 



Problem Statement 

�  Optical Fibers from LMA to FCP get damaged during maintenance.  
This causes the entire alignment system not to work and essentially 
the system inoperable 
�  Scattered light on fiber output caused by 

�  Scratches on Fiber tip 

�  Micro-explosions on the fiber ends 

�  Contamination 

�  Other damage 

�  Intensity issue causing low WQ and/or MCC issue when aligning using Athena 

�  Cannot turn off  one color if  using Color Dynamic recipes 
�  The solution is to either take or cut out the fiber and replace with a new one either 

within or along side the waterfall going from the external to internal part of  the 
machine 



Problem Statement (cont.) 

�  Optical Fibers can also get damaged from the FCP to OM 
�  Noted on multiple occasions that during maintenance on the Green laser, afterwards, 

the system is in-operable due to large delta between Red and Green beam angle and 
focus height of  the alignment system 

�  The change happens on the alignment color which is being worked on and is 
apparent immediately after maintenance. 

�  This fiber cannot be replaced in the field due to its mechanical alignment to the 
Optical Module 

�  The only current solution to this is to replace the Optical Module at considerable 
cost. 

�  The idea is that the same damage which happens to the fiber from the laser to FCP 
happens to the fiber going from FCP to OM, and causing the large change seen on 
the OA Best and Tilt test  



OA Best Height and Tilt Reports 



Microscope Functionality 

Report reject criteria specifies number of defects and 
scratches depending on size and region of interest 



Microscope Functionality 

Many of these fibers are multi-mode fibers.  Notice the two 
small circles in the dark area.  These are the fiber zone 
cores 



EO Technical Offerings 

�  EO Technical has purchased the equipment and training on this 
repair and has demonstrated success in using this, brining intensity 
to OEM specification or better 

�  We currently stock repaired Red and Green fibers which can be used 
for short-term use 

�  The approach involves temporarily using either the customer spare 
fiber or EO Technical spare fiber until the original fiber can be 
repaired at a scheduled time and then the spare can be used again 

�  A second option is to take out the failed fiber and install the spare; 
the failed fiber can then be repaired offline and then used as a new 
spare 

�  The end result is less down-time, cost and risk involved in cutting 
and routing new fibers 


